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My 
influencer



Hayao miyazaki
Born in the town of Akebono-cho in Bunkyo, Tokyo, 
Miyazaki is a Japanese director, animator, producer, 
screenwriter, author, and manga artist best known for 
working on the popular Studio Ghibli films such as Spirited 
Away, My Neighbor Totoro, and Princess Mononoke. 

Miyazaki’s work is praised for its talented animation, 
storytelling and world building; filled with great amounts of 
child-like imagination and creativity. “Miyazaki's works are 
characterized by the recurrence of themes such as 
humanity's relationship with nature and technology, the 
wholesomeness of natural and traditional patterns of 
living, the importance of art and craftsmanship, and the 
difficulty of maintaining a pacifist ethic in a violent world.”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nature
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pacifist


 
Animation of Miyazaki:



More inspirations:
Some more artists that inspired chavez were animators and directors Rebecca Sugar 
(creator of Steven Universe), Bong Jun Ho (director of Parasite), Jon Favraeu (director of the 
Iron Man trilogy) and many more.



exhibition



Fake artist bio
At the age of 31, Viola Chavez  has become a famous animator, writer, and director across the 
country. Born in Atlanta, Chavez  always dreamed of being an artist in her early years. After 
graduating from Walton High School, Viola moved to california and attended Calarts. Chavez  
was then gaining praise from her fluid and imaginative animations, and was eventually 
spotted by an animation studio to hire her. She quickly became part of the team and 
animated for Dreamworks. Chavez   also got the opportunity to even direct few films and 
express the creativity and imagination animation can offer. Chavez  became so successful 
with her work, she won awards and opened an exhibit for her artwork.

Her fondest memories in her lifetime were her adolescent years, full of imagination and 
fun. Viola chose to make these memories imprint onto her work, directing movies often with a 
child protagonist living through a fantastical world as Viola herself would imagine to exist in 
as a child. These ideas were heavily influenced by films from Studio Ghibli and Disney.



Some Artwork by the artist

Shown here are some promotional art done by Chavez to 
promote the launch of an upcoming series being developed



Exhibition 
layout



“Zoe’s flying delivery service”
This piece is a 
reimagined version 
of a famous scene 
from Kiki's Delivery 
Service, changing 
the main character 
to her own, a witch in 
training named Zoe, 
with a magical 
creature, Raya.



“Natureś best friend”
This is a piece made from another one of 
Chavez´ original characters to an upcoming 
story, Alex the nature wielder. She is able to 
control nature at will, also being able to 
sprout flowers, bushes and vines at any place 
just by touching the area she wants nature to 
bloom. Without hurting any of the nature she 
wields out, she is able to bend and twist the 
vines into weapons, fighting off evil with the 
power of nature. Alex herself is very kind and 
bubbly, always putting others in front of 
herself, including the nature and wild, 
becoming natureś protector and best friend





More of ZOE and ALEX
Being childhood 

friends cursed with 
power of flight and 

nature, alex and 
zoe became a 

strong duo to fight 
against evil to 

protect the ones 
they love.



story
Zoe and Alex live in a normal town, going 
through the hardships of high school, 
until suddenly they are mysteriously 
taken to be experimented on. A new 
chemical discovered, releasing 
superhuman powers to the ones given 
the chemical, those being a handful of 
teenagers; two being alex and zoe. After 
gaining the powers of flight and nature, 
our protagonists realize this was all part 
of a governmental plan to fight off the 
evil monsters living in the forest with 
these powers. Relunctantly accepting 
their fate, zoe, alex, and others train to 
fight against evil and try their best to 
protect their city and family.



progress



More from chavez

The miraculous story of Alex 
and Zoe isn't the only thing 
Chavez has in the works. Here 
are some pieces done by Viola 
that were inspired by the 
media.







Best in show



Collect the official face mask!

Are you team ZOE 

or team ALEX?



THANK 
you!


